
Dann – Lewis Photography Company



Photography Shop
In 1856, Mrs Dann opened a shop at 35 Broad Street making 
her Reading’s first female (professional) photographer which 
was impressive considering the time period!

Fox Talbot, an innovative photographer, famous for creating 
new techniques in producing several photographs from a 
single negative, had left the Reading less than a decade 
before Mrs Dann began her business.

Fanny had to open the business under husband’s name to 
follow social conventions at the time. Francis Dann was, 
actually,, a Great Western Railway worker, but the studio 
was registered as belonging to him, and his name appeared 
both over the door and in the local business directory.



Business

A large part of the business was dedicated to 
portraiture as continues to be the case with 
many photographers today.

Dann Photography also had engagements that 
included local scenes and landmarks, pictures of 
villages and important buildings as well as 
developing x-rays for the Hospital and regular 
visits to the Reading Police Station to 
photograph new prisoners.

By the end of the late 19th century the business 
had developed a second studio at 744 Oxford 
Road.

Photo: Governor's House HM Prison. The Museum of English Rural Life, University of Reading - P DX322 PH1/DL/94



Fanny and Henry Lewis

When Mrs Dann’s retired, the business was 
was left to her grand-daughter, Fanny Child, 
who had grown up in the family business. 

The business became known as the Dann-
Lewis Photography Company when Fanny 
married Henry Lewis (famous for his ‘magic 
lantern’ shows).

The business finally moved to London Street, 
where it was run by Walter Lewis, Henry 
Lewis’ son, until its closure after the Second 
World War.



Online Collection

The University of Reading houses a massive 
collection of Dann-Lewis photography which 
you can explore here:

Dann-Lewis

This is a great starting point to explore the 
history of Oxford Road in photographs!

http://www.reading.ac.uk/Adlib/results

